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By Daniel J. Carmody

Continuously

reviewing and

benchmarking

operations,

technologies

and policies

helps treasurers

mitigate risks

associated with

inefficient

and outdated

operations.

GotA
Troubled

Treasury
Department?

It’s never been more important than
now to be aware of all issues that
could negatively impact treasury
and cash operations. To gain a com-
prehensive understanding of an
organization's current treasury
challenges, many treasurers and
others are conducting detailed
treasury reviews.

These reviews document and
benchmark current treasury
processes, internal controls, disaster
recovery, bank relationships, tech-
nologies and personal workload
allocation, among other things.
When best practices are not incor-
porated into each treasury review
area, it could indicate a troubled
treasury department.

Inefficient Treasury Process
Many treasury departments overly
rely on treasury staff for routine dai-
ly processes. Though this may work
for small- to mid-size organizations,
once complexity is interjected into
the cash-management process, con-
sider treasury-process reengineering
or treasury-automation solutions.

To determine whether a treasury
department has inefficient opera-
tions, start by documenting all
processes in a narrative and flow-
chart format. All processes should
be considered, including bank
polling, cash reconciliation, cash
positioning and electronic fund-
transfer process.

Completing a thorough process
documentation will provide a
detailed understanding of resources
required to complete each. And doc-
umenting each process in a flow-
chart format allows firms to deter-
mine, at a summary level, the com-
plexity of each process.

Once all process documentation
is completed, critically review each
one to determine if it is truly effi-
cient. When reviewing the treasury
process documentation, consider
these questions:
� How can we streamline this

process?
� Is this process secure?
� Is there technology in the market-

place that can assist us in this
process?
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� What are the risks if we do not
enhance this process?

Assuming that there’s at least
one process that can be enhanced,
consider work-flow modification or
process-automation technology.

Work-flow modification is typi-
cally the fastest and least expensive
method for implementing treasury
best practices. The goal is to imple-
ment more streamlined and secure
procedures while utilizing in-house
technologies and resources.
Changes can be as simple as email-
ing a document instead of faxing; or
as complicated as migrating an
entire process from one department
to another.

Treasury-technology automation
relies on either bank- or third-party
software — such as treasury work-
stations — to enhance treasury
operations. Both methods can make
a meaningful improvement to an
organization's treasury operations.

It is important to remember,

however, that a critical review of
treasury processes should be an
ongoing process. Frequently
reviewing treasury-management
processes will help ensure the con-
sistent implementation of treasury
best practices.

Weak Internal Controls
Treasury departments are consis-
tently being asked by senior man-

agement to assume more responsi-
bility with the same or even less
resources. It is this dynamic that
can lead to weakened internal con-
trols. Therefore, it is vital that treas-
ury professionals consistently place
internal controls at the top of their
priority list when implementing
any new processes or technology.

Treasury internal controls can be
generally divided into three areas:
process internal controls, audit trail
monitoring and separation of
responsibilities.

To implement better internal con-
trols for treasury processes, many
organizations should first look to
their financial institutions for assis-
tance. Many financial firms have
either a software program or a Web
site that can download banking
reports and process electronic funds
transfers.

Generally the internal controls
that are built within these programs
are sufficient to improve both the
bank reporting and electronic-funds
transfer internal controls.

A treasury department can also
consider implementing a treasury
workstation. After implementation,
the treasury-workstation processes
are established with the incorpora-
tion of all predetermined internal
controls. All operators of the work-
station must abide by the imple-
mented internal controls to execute
each process.

The final internal control area is
the separation of responsibilities.
Generally speaking, it’s best to
have treasury operations and treas-
ury accounting reporting to sepa-
rate supervisors and managers. By
consistently separating functional
areas of responsibility, the organi-
zation can help ensure that issues
pertaining to one area will not be
influenced by another.

Since treasury practitioners
manage the organization's cash, it
is also vital that internal controls
are implemented, reviewed and
improved frequently. The challenge
of consistently improving internal
controls far outweighs the risk of
having poor internal controls.

What Constitutes a Disaster?
Not having a treasury department
disaster-recovery plan in place
could be — literally — disastrous. A
disaster-recovery plan should
incorporate treasury processes,
remote access to financial institu-
tions and a list of all critical contacts
— within and outside of the organi-
zation, among other things.

The challenge many organiza-
tions face is determining what con-
stitutes a disaster. Is it a disaster
when you cannot make it into your
office? Or is it a disaster when the
organization does not have liquidi-
ty? It is the determination of the dis-
aster that is equally as important as
the creation, testing and mainte-
nance of a recovery plan.

Treasury departments should
have a clear set of criteria for when
to execute their disaster-recovery
plan. It is also wise to consider alter-
native sources for liquidity or treas-
ury management in case a financial
institution experiences a disaster.

Unbalanced Personnel Workload
Having unbalanced personnel
workload allocation within a treas-
ury department can lead to ineffi-
cient processes and potential inter-
nal control issues. Furthermore,
improperly allocated workload can
increase the stress level of treasury
practitioners, which — in turn —
can indirectly increase treasury per-
sonnel turnover.

A relatively quick method for
determining if there's improper
workload allocation within your
department is to ask each treasury
practitioner to document all of their
responsibilities. Comparing each
person's listed responsibilities pro-
vides a method to determine each
employee’s workload allocation.

A parallel project that can be con-
ducted during the workload alloca-
tion review is updating all job
descriptions. The revised job
descriptions will provide assistance
during employee evaluations and
vacant position recruitment. Fur-
thermore, it may discover employ-
ees in your department who have
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Not having a treasury
disaster-recovery plan
could be — literally —
disastrous. Such a plan
should incorporate treasury
processes, remote access to
financial institutions and
a list of all critical
contacts — within and out-
side of the organization,
among other things.



successfully taken on additional
responsibility above and beyond
their current job description.

Bank Relationships
In general, it’s difficult to deter-
mine what the optimal number of
bank relationships should be for an
organization. The optimal number
should be determined on a case-by-
case basis and based upon current
and future business requirements.
The determination of the optimum
number is essentially a balance
between business requirements
and the streamlining of treasury
operations.

The challenge that many treasury
departments face is that banking
relationships are often determined
outside of treasury's influence.
Thus, an organization could have
multiple bank relationships that can
have a negative influence on treas-
ury operations.

By implementing a comprehen-
sive and efficient banking-relation-
ship management policy, a treasury
department can effectively address
all business requirements while also
improving operational efficiency. It
is at this convergence point — when
treasury requirements and business
requirements meet — that the opti-
mal number of bank relationships
can be determined.

Once the optimal number of rela-
tionships is determined, the treasury
department may simultaneously
enhance its bank account architec-
ture, potentially reduce bank fees
and improve internal controls.

It is imperative that today's treas-
urer consistently implement best
practices by conducting comprehen-
sive treasury reviews. By continu-
ously reviewing and benchmarking
operations, technologies and poli-
cies, a treasurer can help mitigate
the risks associated with inefficient
and outdated treasury operations.
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